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Abstract—In this paper, an energy saving variable damping seat suspension system is designed, manufactured, modelled and validated. A continuously controllable electromagnetic damper (EMD) system, which consists of a permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM), a three-phase rectifier, a metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) switch and an external resistor, is built and tested firstly. Its model parameters have been identified based on the test results. The EMD’s damping property can be controlled by exerting pulse width modulation (PWM) signal with different duty cycles on the MOSFET switch. The EMD is integrated with a planetary gearbox to amplify its torque output, and the formed variable damper is installed on the centre of the scissors structure of a seat suspension. By analysing the EMD test results and the seat suspension’s kinematic, the controllable damping of the proposed seat suspension is known as from 112 Ns/m to 746 Ns/m. A control method for vibration isolation is proposed based on the system model. The proposed variable damping seat suspension and its controller are validated on a 6-degree of freedom (6-DOF) vibration platform in both frequency domain and time domain; a well-tuned commercial passive seat suspension is also tested for comparison. The test results show that the controlled variable damping seat suspension has better performance in vibration isolation than the proposed seat with highest and lowest damping, and the conventional passive one. In the meantime, the RMS value of the system harvestable power is 1.492 W, and the power consumption of the PWM control signal is very few. Therefore, this variable damping seat suspension can improve the ride comfort with ignorable energy cost.

Index Terms—seat suspension; vibration control; variable damping; regenerative; energy saving.

I. INTRODUCTION

Long-term exposure to vibration will cause health problems, such as lower back pain [1]; especially for heavy duty vehicle drivers, severe vibration is transmitted to the driver body, due to the uneven road condition. Vehicle seat suspension system is widely adopted for improving drivers’ ride comfort and protecting their health. Both active and semi-active seat suspension systems have been proposed to effectively deal with those vibrations. However, energy consumption issue of these two kinds of suspension systems also needs to be considered. The energy saving or regenerative seat suspension systems should be developed to reduce the possible energy consumption while providing ride comfort.

Three kinds of seat suspensions have been extensively studied, namely, passive, semi-active and active seat suspensions. A negative stiffness seat suspension is proposed for a passive seat suspension to have better performance in resonance frequency [2]. The active seat suspensions has been proposed with different actuators, such as the electromagnetic linear actuator [3], the hydraulic absorber [4], the pneumatic actuator [5] and the rotary motor [6-8]. The active seat suspension has best performance in improving ride comfort, but the high energy consumption is the main issue for its application. Thus, the semi-active seat suspension is proposed, which consumes much less power but has an acceptable performance. The linear electrorheological (ER) fluid damper and the magnetorheological (MR) fluid damper have been proposed for seat suspension [9, 10]. A rotary MR damper is designed for a heavy duty vehicle seat in [11]. An MR damper has been applied in the helicopter crew seat to enhance occupant comfort [12]. Though the traditional semi-active seat suspension consumes less power than the active one, it still needs energy input; for example, in order to control an MR damper, the maximum control current for a coil composed by the winding copper wire can reach to 1 A in [11]. In order to further save energy, the semi-active seat suspension is worth of more attention.

Electromagnetic damper (EMD), instead of consuming energy, can harvest energy from road vibration, and the regenerative vehicle suspension has been studied recently [13-17]. Generally, a rotary motor or a linear one is applied in those suspensions. When the rotary motor is used, the
transmission devices (from linear motion to rotary one), such as rack and pinion, are required [18, 19]. The linear generator can directly harvest the vibration energy [20-22], but, with a given space, the rotary one can generate more power [23]. For their promising prospect, the study of regeneration suspensions should be combined with the energy harvesting and vibration control [24]. The damping of the EMD can be changed by replacing its external loads (resistors) [18, 25]; this characteristic can be applied in vibration control. In addition, the EMDs are designed with MR or ER dampers [26, 27] in order to increase the output damping force. However, the continuously real-time control of an EMD system to enhance its performance in vibration isolation while regenerating energy has not been fully studied. In [28], an analysis and evaluation methodology for the regenerative brake is proposed, which is also applicable for the EMD damper system.

In this paper, an implementable variable damping EMD system is designed, built and modelled; it can continuously change its damping in real-time by controlling a metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) switch with pulse width modulation (PWM) signal. The main component of the proposed damping controllable EMD system is a three-phase permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM), thus, it can be built with low price; at the same time, the system maintenance can be easily implemented due to its concise circuit. Based on the controllable EMD, a variable damping seat suspension prototype is designed; it can be effortlessly manufactured from the modification of a conventional passive seat suspension. By applying the scissors structure in the seat suspension, no additional transmission devices are required. The main contributions of this paper are listed as:

- A novel energy saving semi-active seat suspension is proposed with an EMD of which damping can be continuously controlled by the PWM signal. The consumed energy by the PWM signal is ignorable, and the seat suspension has the regeneration capability.
- The seat suspension model including the EMD system is derived, and the model parameters are identified with experimental tests.
- A controller implementation methodology has been proposed for vibration isolation of the seat suspension. And the vibration experiments are conducted to validate the effectiveness of the proposed system.

This seat suspension can greatly improve the ride comfort in the practical applications.

The rest of the paper is organised as following: Section II presents the variable damping seat suspension system; Section III implements the variable damping test and parameter identification; the controller design is shown in Section IV; the experimental evaluations are presented in Section V; Finally, Section VI presents the conclusions of this research.

**Notation:** I is used to denote the identity matrix of appropriate dimensions. * is used to represent a term that is induced by symmetry.

II. DAMPING CONTROLLABLE EMD AND TEST

This section proposes an implementable method to continuously control the damping of an EMD in real time with very few energy consumption which can be even ignored considering its regeneration capability. A prototype is manufactured and the system model is built. Then, the system is comprehensively tested and its parameters are identified.

A. Damping controllable EMD system

The controllable EMD system prototype is shown in Figure 1 and its schematic diagram is shown in Figure 2. In the system, a 3-phase PMSM, which can be modelled as three back electromotive force (EMF) voltages \( e_{a}, e_{b}, e_{c} \), three internal resistors \( R_{ia}, R_{ib}, R_{ic} \) and three internal inductors \( L_{ia}, L_{ib}, L_{ic} \), is utilised; a three-phase rectifier is applied to transfer the generated alternating current (AC) to direct current (DC); a MOSFET (STP60NF06) switch is controlled by a 10 V PWM signal; \( R_e \) is an external resistor and it can be replaced by an energy storage circuit. The applied PMSM is a Panasonic motor (MSMJ042G1U). The applied N-channel MOSFET has an insulated gate, whose voltage determines the conductivity of the device; when a 10 V voltage is exerted on the Gate pin, the resistance between the Drain and Source pins are 0 Ohm ideally; when a 0 V voltage is applied, the circuit is open.

The working principle of the system is intuitive. The damping of an EMD is increasing with the decrease of its external loads [18]. When the input PWM signal is in 10 V state, the MOSFET switch is on, then the positive and negative terminals of the three-phase rectifier are shorted, which is equivalent to that a 0 Ohm external resistor is applied to the EMD, and in this scenario, the EMD has its biggest damping. On the contrary, when the input PWM signal is in 0 V state, the MOSFET switch is off, then the damping of the EMD is determined by the external resistor \( R_e \). In this paper, a 40 Ohm resistor is used as the external load which can determine the smallest damping of the EMD. Thus, the damping of the EMD can be varied between its smallest and biggest values, when the high frequency PWM signal (4000 Hz in this paper) is implemented with different duty cycle values.
The simplified system model is shown in Figure 3 where the PMSM and rectifier are equivalent to a voltage source $e$, an internal resistor $R_i$ and an internal inductor $L_i$. The internal inductance $L_i$ is ignored to simplify the modelling [18] because the seat vibration energy is mainly at low frequency where the inductor can be treated as a conducting wire. The equivalent resistance of the external resistor and MOSFET switch is defined as:

$$R_E = D \frac{R_m R_e}{R_m + R_e} + (1 - D) R_e$$

(1)

where $D$ is the value of the PWM duty cycle; $R_m$ is the resistance within the MOSFET switch when it is turned on, which can be assumed to be zero Ohm. Thus, the equivalent resistance is:

$$R_E = (1 - D) R_e$$

(2)

The generated voltage is proportional to the rotary rate of the PMSM $\omega$ with a voltage constant $k_e$:

$$e = k_e \omega$$

(3)

The current $i_p$ will make the PMSM generate a torque:

$$T_a = k_i i_p = k_i \frac{e}{R_i + R_E} = \frac{k_i k_e}{R_i + (1 - D) R_e} \omega$$

(4)

where $k_i$ is the torque constant. And in the motor, we have $k_i = k_e$.

Then, the controllable rotary damping of the EMD system is:

$$c_r(t) = \frac{k_i^2}{R_i + (1 - D(t)) R_e}$$

(5)

Figure 3. Simplified system model.

**B. Test system**

The test system is shown in Figure 4. A 400 W Panasonic servo motor, which can be accurately controlled by its drive, is used to rotate the EMD; thus, the EMD makes passive rotation. The encoder in the servo motor can be used to record the real rotation angle, and the applied torque of the servo motor can be taken as the torque output of the EMD. An NI CompactRio 9074 is applied to control the system and record data with different modules: an NI 9401 is used for controlling the servo motor and read the encoder data; the 10 V PWM signal is generated by an NI 9264 to control the MOSFET switch; an NI 9207 is used for acquiring servo motor’s output torque from the drive of motor; an NI 9227 is used for measuring the current through the external resistor; and an NI 9239 is applied to measure the voltage $V_p$.

Figure 4. Test system for controllable EMD.

**C. Constant rate rotation test**

In order to analyse the EMD and control it, a series of tests are implemented. The servo motor drives the EMD to rotate in different constant rates ($500^\circ$/$s$, $1000^\circ$/$s$, $1500^\circ$/$s$, $2000^\circ$/$s$, $2500^\circ$/$s$), and its output torque is recorded with the PWM duty cycles varying from 0 to 1. Figure 5 shows that, with the same rotary rate, the output torque of EMD is increasing with the value of PWM duty cycle but is nonlinear. In Figure 6, when the PWM duty cycle is a constant value, the output torque is almost linear with the EMD rotary rate; in other words, the dampings of the EMD are constant values corresponding to certain PWM duty cycle values.

The slopes of lines in Figure 6 are calculated and taken as the damping of the EMD with corresponding PWM duty cycle values. Then the parameters for the controllable rotary damping of the EMD system in (5) are identified based on experimental results, which are shown in Table I where $R_i$ actually includes the internal resistance of the motor and the resistance of three-phase rectifier. Figure 7 illustrates that the experimental and simulation results of the rotary damping are matched.

Figure 5. Torque output with PWM duty cycle variation.
### Table I  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(k_i(k_e))</td>
<td>0.481 Nm/A (Vs/rad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_i)</td>
<td>7.055 Ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_e)</td>
<td>40 Ohm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, the equivalent external resistance is obtained from (5):

\[
R_E = \frac{k_i^2}{c_r} - R_i  
\quad (6)
\]

Figure 8 shows experiment result based on (6) and simulation result based on (2). The experiment proves that the equivalent external resistance is linear with the value of the PWM duty cycle.

### D. Sinusoidal rotation test

The sinusoidal rotation test is also implemented. The servo motor drives the EMD to rotate with sinusoidal profile (with 1 Hz frequency, 300 ° amplitude). When PWM signal with different duty cycles is exerted on the MOSFET switch, the output torque of the EMD is varied (see Figure 9). The result indicates that the system damping can be controlled by varying PWM duty cycle; when the PWM duty cycle varies from 0 to 1, the damping is increasing.

The tested torque can be modelled as:

\[
T_{at} = \frac{k_i k_e}{R_i + (1 - D)R_e} \omega + F_{r0}\text{sgn}(\omega) \quad (7)
\]

where \(F_{r0} \approx 0.045\) Nm is the identified rotary friction torque constant of the PMSM.

The comparison of experimental and simulation results are shown in Figure 10 where the results are very close to each other. It further indicates the correction of the model and the identified parameters, and the damping of the EMD can be accurately controlled with PWM signals.

### III. VARIABLE DAMPING SEAT SUSPENSION

The traditional variable damping seat suspensions, which apply the MR or ER dampers, need energy input to change the MR or ER fluid’s viscosity, then the suspension damping can be controlled. A novel energy saving variable damping seat suspension system is presented in this section, which can be easily built by integrating a commercial passive seat suspension...
and the controllable EMD. The whole system mathematical model has also been derived in the section.

A. Variable damping seat suspension

The designed variable damping seat suspension (see Figure 11) employs the original structure of a commercial passive seat suspension (GARPEN GSSC7); the proposed controllable EMD is installed in the centre of its scissors structure. In this design, no additional transmission devices (from linear motion to rotary one) are required as general regenerative suspension. A planetary gearbox is applied to amplify the torque output of the EMD (see Figure 12); the variable damper of the seat suspension consists of the gearbox and the EMD. In this paper, the gearbox ratio is selected as 20 which has been proven to be appropriate for a seat suspension in the following content.

![Figure 11. Variable damping seat suspension.](image)

![Figure 12. Prototype of the variable damper.](image)

Figure 11 shows the kinematic model of the seat suspension where the damping torque \( T \) is transformed to a vertical force \( F \) by the scissors structure. The system energy flow is shown in Figure 14 where the kinematic energy from vibration goes through the scissors structure and gearbox to the EMD; damping torque generated by the EMD is amplified by the gearbox and then transformed to a vertical force \( F \) by the scissors structure. Based on the energy flow, the system model can be built.

The rotary angle of the scissors structure is:

\[
\theta = 2 \sin \left( \frac{h_0 + h}{L} \right) \tag{8}
\]

where \( h_0 = 0.1 \, \text{m} \) is the suspension initial height; \( h \) is the relative movement of suspension within vibration; \( L = 0.287 \, \text{m} \) is the length of the bar.

Then, we can obtain the rotary rate of the scissors structure:

\[
\dot{\theta} = \frac{2 \dot{h}}{\sqrt{L^2 - (h_0 + h)^2}} \tag{9}
\]

The rotary rate of the EMD is:

\[
\omega = r_g \dot{\theta} \tag{10}
\]

Figure 13 shows the kinematic model of the seat suspension. The part of energy consumed by the external resistor is the harvestable energy. Therefore, the energy harvest efficiency of the system is [28]:

\[
\eta = \frac{2T}{\sqrt{L^2 - (h_0 + h)^2}} \tag{11}
\]

By analysing the scissors structure, the equivalent force generated by the variable damper is:

\[
F = \frac{4r_g^2k_i^2}{(L^2 - (h_0 + h)^2)(R_i + (1 - D)R_s)} \dot{h} \tag{12}
\]

Thus, the variable damping of the seat suspension is:

\[
c(t) = \frac{4r_g^2k_i^2}{(L^2 - (h_0 + h(t))^2)(R_i + (1 - D(t))R_s)} \tag{14}
\]

It is easy to know that the damping of the seat suspension is controlled by the value of PWM duty cycle, and is related to the selection of gearbox, the torque or voltage constant of the PMSM, the internal and external resistances, the relative displacement, and the parameters of the seat suspension.

![Figure 13. Kinematic model of seat suspension.](image)

![Figure 14. Energy flow.](image)

B. System analysis

The controllable seat suspension damping is defined in (14), where the damping is determined by the PWM signal \( D \) and the suspension deflection \( \dot{h} \). By assuming that the seat suspension deflection is within \(-0.01 \, \text{m} \) and \(0.01 \, \text{m}\), the seat suspension damping is shown in Figure 15 which indicates that the seat suspension damping can be controlled by the PWM signal and is slightly related to the suspension deflection. The damping of the seat suspension can continuously vary from 112 Ns/m to 746 Ns/m. This variation range of damping has been proven suitable for the seat suspension in the experiment; it can successfully suppress the high magnitude resonance vibration with the large damping and provide good ride comfort in high frequency vibration with the small damping.

The EMD transforms the vibration energy into electrical energy which is then consumed by the internal resistance \( R_i \) and external resistance \( R_s \). The part of energy consumed by the external resistor is the harvestable energy. Therefore, the energy harvest efficiency of the system is [28]:

\[
\eta = \frac{2T}{\sqrt{L^2 - (h_0 + h)^2}} \tag{11}
\]
Several parameters determine the controllable damping of the seat suspension. Generally, the suspension parameters $L$ and $h_0$, the voltage (torque) constant $k_e$ ($k_i$) and internal resistance $R_e$ are hard to be modified. By replacing the gearbox with different ratios and the external resistor with different resistances, the range of the variable damping can be optimised for seat suspension in different work scenarios.

### IV. Controller Design

In this section, an implementable control method is proposed for the variable damping seat suspension.

The simplified seat suspension model is shown in Figure 18 where $m$ is the mass loaded on the suspension; $k$ is the suspension stiffness; $c$ is the controllable damping; $f_r$ is the friction; $z_s$ is the seat displacement and $z_v$ is the cabin floor displacement.

The seat suspension model is defined as:

$$m \ddot{z}_s = -k(z_s - z_v) + u - f_r$$

(16)

$$u = -\frac{4r_s^2 k_i^2 (z_s - z_v)}{(L^2 - (h_0 + z_s - z_v)^2)(R_i + (1 - D(t))R_e)}$$

(17)

For designing a controller, the state variables are chosen as $x_1 = z_s - z_v$, $x_2 = \dot{z}_s$. There are two disturbances, i.e., $d_1 = -\dot{z}_v$, $d_2 = -f_r$. Thus, the suspension model can be written as a state space form:

$$\dot{X} = AX + B_1 \omega + B_2 u$$

(18)

where $X = [x_1 \ x_2]^T$, $A = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ \frac{k}{m} & 0 \end{bmatrix}$, $B_1 = \begin{bmatrix} 1 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}$, $\omega = \begin{bmatrix} d_1 \\ d_2 \end{bmatrix}^T$, $B_2 = [0 \ \frac{1}{m}]^T$.

For the seat suspension control, the driver comfort is the most importance criterion. Therefore, the controlled output, the acceleration of the driver body, is defined as:

$$z = C_1 X + D_{11} \omega + D_{12} u$$

(19)

where $C_1 = \begin{bmatrix} -\frac{k}{m} \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}$, $D_{11} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ \frac{1}{m} \end{bmatrix}$, $D_{12} = \frac{1}{m}$.

The proposed seat suspension can only be semi-actively controlled, thus the desired control force of a controller cannot be fully implemented. This kind of output saturation will affect the performance of observer based controllers. The sliding mode controller is robust to the disturbance, but its sliding surface may be hard to be accurately defined for a semi-actively controlled system with uncertainties. The $H_{\infty}$ controller is highly robust to uncertainties and has the capability to deal with the disturbance induced by output saturation. In addition, it is easy to be integrated with the proposed controller implementation method, thus the $H_{\infty}$ controller is chosen for this system.

A state feedback $H_{\infty}$ controller can be designed as:
The $L_2$ gain of the system (18) and (19) is defined as:

$$\|Tz_\omega\|_\infty = \sup_{\|\omega\|_2 \neq 0} \|z\|_2 \over \|\omega\|_2$$

where $\|z\|_2 = \int_0^\infty z^T(t)z(t) \, dt$ and $\|\omega\|_2 = \int_0^\infty \omega^T(t)\omega(t) \, dt$.

It is easy to conclude that if there is a positive definite matrix $P = P^T > 0$, such that the following linear matrix inequality (LMI) is satisfied [29]:

$$\epsilon = \begin{bmatrix}
  * & + P(A + B_2K) & * & * \\
  B_1^T P & -\lambda^2 I & * & * \\
  C_1 + D_{12}K & D_{11} & -I & * \\
  C_1 Q + D_{12}Y & D_{11} & -I & *
\end{bmatrix} < 0$$

then the system (21) is stable with $H_\infty$ performance index $\lambda > 0$.

Pre- and post-multiplying (22) by $\text{diag}(P^{-1}, I, I)$ and its transpose, respectively, and defining $Q = P^{-1}$, $KQ = Y$, the condition $\epsilon < 0$ is equivalent to

$$\exists = \begin{bmatrix}
  * & + A Q + B_2 Y & * & * \\
  B_1^T & -\lambda^2 I & * & * \\
  C_1 Q & D_{12} Y & D_{11} & -I \\
  C_1 Q & D_{12} Y & D_{11} & -I
\end{bmatrix} < 0$$

By solving (23) for $Y$ and $Q$, the controller gain is obtained as $K = YQ^{-1}$. By applying the parameters in Table II, $K = [4899 \quad -185]$ is calculated in this paper.

**TABLE II**  
PARAMETERS FOR CONTROLLER DESIGN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>5000 N/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>80 Kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the desired active control force is achieved, the desired damping of seat suspension is:

$$c_d = \begin{cases}
-\frac{u}{x_1} & (x_1 \neq 0) \\
 c_{\max} & (x_1 = 0)
\end{cases}$$

where $c_{\max}$ is the maximum damping that the damper can generate. When $x_1 = 0$, there is no force output from the damper, therefore, $c_d$ can be an arbitrary value.

However, the damping of the seat suspension can only vary between the minimum damping $c_{\min}$ and the maximum $c_{\max}$. They are defined as:

$$c_{\min} = \frac{4g^2 k_i^2}{(L^2 - (h_0 + x_1)^2)(R_i + R_e)}$$

$$c_{\max} = \frac{4g^2 k_i^2}{(L^2 - (h_0 + x_1)^2)R_i}$$

If $c_d$ is within $c_{\min}$ and $c_{\max}$, the value of the desired PWM duty cycle is:

$$D = 1 + \frac{4g^2 k_i^2 x_1}{(L^2 - (h_0 + x_1)^2)uR_e + R_i}$$

If $c_d < c_{\min}$, it means that the desired force can only be generated by an active actuator; the variable damper cannot meet the requirement, therefore, $D = 0$ is applied.

If $c_d > c_{\max}$, it means that the desired damping is larger than the maximum damping that the variable damper can generate, thus $D = 1$ is applied.

The implementation of the controller can be seen in Figure 19, which is very straightforward.

**V. EVALUATION**

A. Experimental setup

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 20. The variable damping seat suspension is mounted on a 6-degree of freedom (6-DOF) vibration platform which is under the control of an NI CompactRio 9076; the vibration platform can generate desired vibration based on the commands from Computer 2. The relative displacement of the seat suspension is measured by a laser sensor (Micro Epsilon optoNCDT 1700); and another laser sensor is applied to measure the displacement of the top platform of the seat suspension. Two acceleration sensors (ADXL 203EB) are used to obtain the top and base accelerations of the seat suspension. An NI CompactRio 9074 is used to control a MOSFET switch based on sensors’ feedback.

For evaluating the vibration control performance of the variable damping seat suspension, a well-tuned commercial passive seat suspension (GARPEN GS7C) is also tested; it is the same type of seat suspension that has been modified to the variable damping seat suspension.

B. Acceleration transmissibility

The acceleration transmissibility can show the performance of a seat suspension in frequency domain; lower transmissibility value means less acceleration can be transferred to driver from seat base. By exerting different
frequencies of vibration on the base of the seat suspension, the root mean square (RMS) accelerations of the seat suspension top and base are calculated; then, the transmissibility of RMS acceleration, which is shown in Figure 21, can be obtained by using RMS acceleration of the top divided by the one of base. The seat suspension with the smallest damping \((D = 0)\) has a peak value around 1.4 Hz which is the resonance frequency of the seat suspension; when \(D = 1\), the resonance peak is suppressed but the transmissibility in the high frequency has larger values. The conventional passive seat suspension has a higher transmissibility than the maximum damping one around resonance frequency, and has a lower transmissibility with 4 Hz vibration. The result indicates that the damping of the conventional passive seat suspension is within the maximum and minimum damping of the proposed seat suspension. When the variable damping seat suspension is controlled, it has similar performance with the conventional seat suspension with vibration lower than 1.4 Hz, and in high frequency, its performance is close to the smallest damping seat suspension. The experiment result implies that the controlled variable damping seat suspension can effectively suppress the resonance vibration, and is capable to isolate the high frequency vibration.

Figure 22 shows the output PWM duty cycle, and Figure 23 shows the desired active force and the actual semi-active control output force. The noncoincident part of the force is happened in the time when the damper cannot generate the desired active force.

C. Random vibration test

For evaluating its time domain performance, the random excitation test is implemented. The random vibration profile is generated through a quarter-car model under random road profile input, which is a typical road condition used to test suspension performance. The displacement of the sprung mass of the quarter-car model is taken as the vibration input to the seat suspension.

Figure 24 shows the seat acceleration of the controlled variable damping seat suspension and the proposed seat suspension with maximum and minimum damping. The performance comparison with the conventional passive seat suspension is shown in Figure 25. It is easy to see that there is high peak acceleration when the damping of the seat suspension is low, and the high damping seat suspension can effectively suppress the resonance vibration but has high vibration magnitudes in other area. Obviously, the controlled variable damping seat suspension has the best performance.

The PWM duty cycle output of the proposed seat suspension system is shown in Figure 26, and corresponding force output is shown in Figure 27. By controlling the PWM duty cycle, the variable damper is varying the damping to generate a semi-active force which can meet about 40% of the requirement of the desired active force.
In order to analyse the seat suspension performance quantitatively, an international standard ISO 2631-1 [30] is applied to evaluate it. The frequency weighted RMS (FW-RMS) acceleration and the fourth power vibration dose value (VDV) are obtained based on the guideline of ISO 2631-1. The FW-RMS acceleration is always applied to evaluate the ride comfort, because it is calculated by referring that human body has different response to different vibration frequency. The VDV is more sensitive to the peak vibration; it is an additional evaluation of vibration. According to the international standard, the two evaluation parameters are defined as:

$$a_{FW-RMS} = \left[ \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T \left( a_{FW-RMS}(t)^2 \right) dt \right]^{1/2}$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (28)

$$VDV = \left[ \int_0^T (a_w(t))^4 dt \right]^{1/4}$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (29)

Figure 28 shows the value of the evaluation parameters where the RMS acceleration, FW-RMS acceleration and VDV are decreased by 17.2%, 13.9% and 19.7%, respectively, when compared with the conventional passive one; when compared with the low damping case ($D = 0$), the decreases reach to 25.6%, 26.5% and 53.8%, respectively.

The current ($i_o$) through the external resistor $R_e$ is recorded in the experiment, therefore, harvestable power can be calculated by:

$$P = i_o^2 R_e$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (30)

Figure 29 shows the harvestable power when the proposed seat suspension is controlled. The maximum power can be over 25 W with short period of time, and the RMS power is 1.492 W. In this paper, the rotary motor is applied to harvest energy, which can generate more power than the method with linear motors [20, 22] when the devices have same volumes. The variable damping seat suspension is controlled by PWM signal whose energy consumption can be ignored when compared with the energy harvesting potential. If energy storage devices, such as the battery and supercapacitor, are introduced to the system, the system can work without energy provision from vehicle battery.

Additionally, the application of this seat suspension can be extended: when the vehicle is working on roads with different roughness, corresponding damping can be selected by exerted different PWM signals, thus, real-time control is not required and fewer sensors are needed.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, a continuously variable damping seat suspension with an EMD has been designed, manufactured and evaluated; the proposed seat suspension is energy saving when compared with other variable damping seat suspension with MR or ER damper, and it has regeneration capability. A commercial passive seat suspension has been modified by removing its original damper and installing the variable damper in the centre of its scissors structure to build a variable damping seat suspension. A test system has been designed to analyse the variable damping characteristics of the EMD system. The test result indicates that the damping of the EMD can be continuously controlled by exerting different PWM signals on the MOSFET switch. Based on the test results, the model parameters of the EMD system have been identified. By analysing the kinematics of the seat suspension, it is known that the damping of the seat suspension can continuously vary from 112 Ns/m to 746 Ns/m. Then, a control method for vibration isolation has been designed for the seat suspension prototype. The designed seat suspension and its control method have been validated with vibration test on a 6-DOF vibration platform. When the variable damping seat suspension is controlled, the RMS acceleration, FW-RMS acceleration and VDV are decreased by 17.2%, 13.9% and 19.7%, respectively, when compared with the conventional passive one. The RMS harvestable power reaches 1.492 W. The energy consumption of the PWM control signal is ignorable. Therefore, this energy saving variable damping seat suspension is promising in the application, especially for the future electric vehicles. In the future, more system characteristics, such as electrical networks with different combinations of electrical components, need to be explored, higher performance controllers are going to be developed, and the energy storage circuit needs to be integrated into the system.
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